
Language Assignment 2
Sociolinguistic Context

Due: 9:00 am, Monday, June 8, 2015

For this assignment, you will write a brief report of the genetic classification and sociolinguistic con-
text of your assigned language. The write-up should be 0.5–1.5 double-spaced pages (not including the
bibliography) and must be turned in on paper, typed.

You should make sure to answer the following questions:
• What is the name of your language?
• Where is your language spoken? (Be as specific as possible.)
• How many people speak the language natively (i.e., as their first language)?
• What is the language’s genetic lineage? That is, what family (and subfamilies/branches, if known)

does the language belong to, if any?
The information available will vary from language to language, but here are some examples of addi-

tional questions that would be relevant to answer:
• What alternate names does the language have? Are there sociopolitical reasons for using one or

another name?
• What are the dialects of the language, and to what extent are they different from one another?
• Is the language related to the surrounding languages?
• What attitudes do speakers of the language have toward it?
• What attitudes do speakers of other languages in the area have toward this one?
• What social contexts is the language used in (e.g., homes, the marketplace, church services, govern-

ment documents, etc.)?
• Is the language taught as a subject in schools?
• Is the language used as a medium of instruction in schools?
• What other languages do speakers of this language speak and in what social contexts do they speak

them?
• Does the language have an orthography (writing system)? If so,

– Are there original works of literature written in the language?
– Are there works of literature translated into the language?
– How many speakers of the language are literate in it? How many are literate in other lan-

guages?
The Ethnologue is the best place to start when looking for this information. The Glottolog provides a

genetic lineage that may or may not differ from the Ethnologue’s. You should also check the introductory
chapters of the reference grammar (a book or dissertation) for your language, as well as any other sources
you’ve found that you think would be relevant. If you find discrepancies among your sources, you should
highlight these and state clearly which sources advocate which position.

It is critical that you avoid plagiarism in your writing. The 6/1 selections from Surviving Linguistics
provide some examples of adequate paraphrasing to help guide you. Be sure to cite all sources in the text
using author-year citations. For example, you could say that according to LastName (YYYY), language X
has 5,000 speakers, but more recent estimates are in the range of 1,000 to 2,000 (LastName YYYY). All
sources cited should appear in a references section at the end of the document, formatted according to the
Unified Style Sheet for Linguistics.
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